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SHAKESPEARE AND BIOGRAPHY
By Dr. Felix E. Schelling 1
A good many years ago a book which I had written at-
tained the honor of a review at the hands of no less a person-
age than the late Andrew Lang, whom to designate even to a
younger generation would be an affront. My book was con-
cerned with a more or less complete account of the writings in
prose, verse, and drama during the lifetime of Shakespeare,
and Mr. Lang made himself very merry by a devastating
pleasantry to the effect that this book is made up of an account
of a great many authors of whom everybody has already
heard quite enough, and of a great many more of whom no-
body has ever heard or even wished to hear. That Mr. Lang
should subsequently himself have written a book which equally
with mine fulfilled this description, is not to our present pur-
pose. And indeed, to be honest, how little can any of us hope
to add to the iterative babble of this world, but what has been
said again and again or what is really not worth the saying?
In responding to Dr. Penniman's invitation that I address
you, my fellow lovers of letters, I bad at first planned to talk
to you of the quest of books, by which I had modestly meant
some account of the vicissitudes that beset the scholar in his
search for the materials of his craft. But I bethought me of
another, the more accepted connotation today, of the familiar
phrase "the quest of books;" how it raises up the image of
1 An address delivered at a meeting of the Friends of the Library held May 15, 1934.
the assiduous collector, of princes in a world of adventure,
such as trade in literary caravans over far deserts or in liter-
ary argosies over the seven seas; and my heart failed me. Let
others lock up their treasures in the gilded seraglios of
pleasure. The books I love are few; however, my search, like
that of the bee, is for many, which, having rifled, I care not
much that I own them. We are safest in this dangerous world
when we stray not too far from our own little workshops.
Bear with me, learned collectors of books, opulent virtuosi in
Elzevirs, ye who are bookish, whether by vocation or by avoca-
tion, as I prattle once more about "familiar Shakespeare,"
and this time let it be "Shakespeare and Biography."
A summer or two ago, in the seclusion of a French-speak-
ing Swiss town which I love and frequent, I ran across a paper-
backed volume entitled Le Voyage de Shakespeare. The
author is a contemporary Parisian journalist, M. Leon
Daudet; save for certain revolutionary-monarchic irregular-
ities of conduct, the undistinguished son of a distinguished
father. The copy of this book which I bought is one of the
eleventh edition. Evidently they read such books in France;
it is even in a way readable. And it tells how Shakespeare,
now twenty years of age, "a poet, and therefore subject to
dreams and melancholy," sets out from Dover to Rotterdam
(wife and babies left behind
—
presumably another mark of
the poet) ; how he is impelled by a force which "urges him
to seek the unknown" (there was nothing unknown in Eng-
land to Shakespeare at twenty) ; how he meets with the riot
and ribaldry of Dutch burgher life at a period immediately
following the assassination of William the Silent, observing,
meditating and moralizing; discussing endlessly politics, re-
ligion, philosophy, with publicans and sinners, with reformers
and the unregenerate, with anybody, everybody—and, mark
you, chiefly in German! For "Shakespeare, thanks to his
father, had spoken that tongue from his infancy!" Why,
I wonder, should a Frenchman imagine a German-speaking
Shakespeare! The first Hebrew he meets suggests Shylock,
and his daughter Jessica as well. In a drunken and obese, but
qompanionable, Dutch host—there being none such in Eng-
land—he finds Falstaff. In a distracted old beggar who im-
agines himself a king and whom he meets in a storm, we have
Lear. Swearing by his Plutarch, which he carries in his bosom
and cherishes as a breviary, a moonlit night, a fair woman, the
lighted windows of a town, transport the impressionable
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youth, and reduce him either to tears or to the rapid improv-
isation of "poetry"—in one case an eclogue on drunkenness
(tin eloge de I'ivresse), happily not preserved by our
chronicler.
At Delft, Leyden, Amsterdam, amid protracted bouts of
theology and drinking, this "Shakespeare" makes his exper-
iencing way, amazed at the commonplace and enchanted with
the obvious. In the upshot, true to the traditions of "Gallic
life," shall we call it, or is it only Gallic fiction,? he plays a
somewhat incredible Adonis to a thawed-out little Danish
Venus, and at last, meeting with a troupe of wandering players
at Elsinor—where we should rather have expected him to
meet with a ghost—he has his genius awakened by means of
a frankly sensual intrigue with a fascinating and much ex-
perienced actress, who strings him on, a momentary bead in
a long necklace of like transient infatuations. Here is a re-
cent Shakespeare! a bit of impressionistic biography for you;
if serious enough to be given a name, a piece of the biography
of preconception. In such, facts are not.
It may well be imagined that M. Daudet would make no
serious claim for his production. And nobody about whom it
matters in the least is likely to be troubled, much less deceived,
by such trifles of an unskilled imagination, or by the unhappy
persistency of those strange people who still search variously
and hysterically for somebody of at least the rank of a lord as
the author of productions so dignified as are these Shake-
spearean dramas.
Less preposterous, and for that very reason perhaps the
more dangerous, are the biographies of purpose written to
prove or disprove something or other which might have well
astonished the subject, or to sustain some theory with which
the author has become obsessed. A recent example of such a
book is a novel about Shakespeare by Clara Longworth,
Countess de Chambrun, who is much addicted to this sort of
thing; it is rather cleverly conceived as supposedly derived
from the recollections of John Lacy, an old Elizabethan actor,
and communicated to John Aubrey the anecdotist. 2 It accepts
most of the exploded traditions, among them that stubborn
Restoration slander of worthy Mistress Davenant as "the
dark lady;" but the purpose of the book is to show the poet
as existing in the midst of the recusants' perils that beset the
2 Tzio Loves I Have, 1934.
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religious intrigues and persecutions of the reign, and to prove
Shakespeare—as has often been argued—a devotee of the
Roman Church. Of course we need not believe, unless we
prefer to, that a confession of the older faith alone could have
rendered possible these works of dramatic genius; and there
are more damaging obsessions and more dangerous theories
than such as these. Within a very few years there died a man
of brilliant journalistic ability, who wrote a book on the basis
of a conviction that the white heat of genius must necessarily
sere the soul of man. The journalist was generalizing from
his personal and petty experiences, and, mistaking that clever
poseur, his friend Oscar Wilde, for an exemplar of genius,
found in his despicable criminality and his awful fate an
analogue, if not a parallel, for what he determined must have
been the misconduct and the fate of Shakespeare. In this
book, by the exercise of the reporter's trained sense for
scandal and the bias which a search for any definite kind of
thing must always entail, we reach the outrageous conclusion:
that the price which the world has paid for these highest mani-
festations of drama and poetry, the plays of Shakespeare,
was the moral overthrow and wreck of the greatest of human
minds. It is deplorable that this was, not long since, the
cheapest "Life" of Shakespeare on the American book
market; and, for its dragging of a great name in the mire, not
the less read.3
Biography is a diverse and difficult art; as diverse as are
the bare annals of a chronicle and the highly finished products
of the fine art of the novelist or the dramatist. And, like all
historical writing, biography swings from the gathering, the
ordering, and the labeling of what we rejoice to call "facts,"
to delicate apprehensions of taste, to subtle distinctions in mat-
ters of the spirit, and those larger relations to the elements of
space and time by means of which we set in order the posses-
sions of the mind. If one is to build a house—and the writing
of a biography is much such an undertaking—there is, of
course, first of all the material. At times it is scanty, at others
embarrassingly rich. Whether one or the other, all must be
known and considered; and grateful we are to those indefa-
tigable scholars who seek courageously in the dust bins of time
for every little trifle that may add to the sum of our knowl-
edge, correct what has been misapprehended, and lead to a
truer understanding. For, after all, what is a trifle? Or, at
3 Frank Harris, The Man Shakespeare and his Tragic Life-Story, 1909.
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least, who can tell? In Professor Hotson's recent most in-
teresting discovery as to Shakespeare, we have, to begin with,
a trivial fact, to wit, that Shakespeare was bound over with an
associate in theatrical ventures, one Francis Langley, not un-
known to dramatic annals, to keep the peace as to a certain
complainant.4 Leaving it there, we have nothing of any ap-
parent importance. But who exactly was Langley, and who
was the complainant? A quarrel usually precedes such a
binding over to keep the peace. What was it that led up to
this quarrel? what were its consequences? and a score of such
queries, each offering a lead; questions which can be put and
intelligently followed out to a logical issue only by a scholar
of Professor Hotson's trained competency—and deeply
worthy of consideration become the results. Professor Hot-
son finds in these, his results, the probable locality of Shake-
speare's residence at nearly the height of his activity; his as-
sociation through Francis Langley with a theatre, the Swan,
with which we have not hitherto associated him; a quarrel of
these two with a notoriously corrupt local justice of the peace,
one William Gardiner, and his stepson and dupe, the variety
of human creature that Shakespeare calls a "natural." The
interesting inference that associates these two opponents of
the poet with the characters Justice Shallow and Simple, which
is perhaps not wholly made out to our satisfaction, and the
reference of two, if not three, important plays
—
Henry IV
and The Merry Wives of Windsor—to dates decidedly earlier
than those usually accepted, with the very occasion of the first
performance of the latter pointed out on arguable grounds:
these are some of the products derivable from this seemingly
trifling matter, the suggestion of which and the manner of it
all are a credit to biographical scholarship. 5
I have just said that to the proper equipment of the bio-
grapher a complete acquaintance with all of the material con-
cerning his subject is a sine qua non. And as to any subject in
these days of the multiplicity of books, this is asking much.
Wherefore our admiration goes out unreservedly to such a
scholar as Sir Edmund Chambers, in recognition of his
stupendous work in gathering together and ordering the vast
material which forms the basis not only of the biography of
Shakespeare himself, but of that of his many fellows, together
* Leslie Hotson, Shakespeare versus Shallow, 1931.
6 See, too, a forthcoming article by Mr. Henry N. Paul, Dean of the Philadelphia
Shakspere Society, entitled "The First Performance of the Merry Wives of Windsor."
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with the data necessary to a reconstruction of the background
of it all, constituting a history of the stage and the drama of
his time.6 And yet, precious as are these admirable volumes,
and beyond praise for their order, arrangement, and the acces-
sibility of the multiplicity of detail that they contain, is it al-
together captious to suggest, returning to our figure, that we
have here, after all, merely the material, the piled up, sorted
and carefully labeled stuff out of which to construct a veritable
biography of Shakespeare and history of the drama of his
time? This difference is readily discernible by a comparison
of these later works of Sir Edmund with his earlier, wholly
admirable book on mediaeval drama, 7 in which not only is the
material presented and appraised, but the whole is ration-
alized into the continuity of an historical narrative that reads
like the work of art that it is.
The discovery of fact, the classification and labeling of
material, however admirably accomplished, is not biography.
The dates by which we set such store—birth, death, marriage,
publication, even those happy illustrative anecdotes that, like
straws, indicate just what straws may indicate and no more
—
all of these are only the material with which to construct such
biographical edifices as this, that, or the other architect-in-
lives may be at the pains to erect. There are those who are
content to pull out a board or two from the pile of lumber
and discuss minutely its dimensions; there are those who
merely criticize the piling of the lumber; and those who, like
the late Frank Harris, unearth something unclean or rotting
which they affect to have found under a seemingly decorous
exterior. This last is biography with a thesis to sustain, not
biography to realize the subject to our understanding. The
biographer with a thesis is likely to feel that Shakespeare, the
man or his work, is in need of interpretation, historical or
esoteric, which he, the biographer, alone can give, and he
makes out the dramatist a mere journalist, allegorically and
allusively risking his head in treasonable parallels, or he in-
terprets Shakespeare as a transcendent philosopher armed
with a prophetic grasp of Hegelianism and all the "isms" that
have branched out of it, a species of mouthpiece speaking
forth, like an oracle, things beyond his comprehension, to be
grasped and elucidated only after 350 years by a genius, the
8 E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare, a Study of Facts and Problems, 2 vols.
1930; also his The Elizabethan Stage, 4 vols. 1923.
7 The Mediaeval Stage, 2 vols. 1903.
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commentator, obviously greater than he whom he so in-
terprets to an ignorant world. That I am not setting up
straw men for the pleasure of bowling them over, I may name
such works as those of a certain Miss Winstanley, who in one
entitled Hamlet and the Scottish Succession contends, for ex-
ample, that that great play is merely an allegory of political
events involving James, a scholarly prince of thirty, who is
Hamlet, of whom the English really knew very little except
that he was the likely successor to their throne; involving
Mary of Scotland, who is Gertrude, his mother, one who had
married Bothwell-Claudio, the murderer of her kingly hus-
band, Darnley
—
alias the elder Hamlet. 8 Miss Winstanley
even finds a parallel between the curious mode of this last
monarch's death, by poison poured into his ear, and the actual
manner in which one of the relations of Mary's first husband,
Francis of France, came to his death. Mr. G. Wilson Knight
is the esoteric interpreter of Shakespeare in several books, such
as Myth and Miracle, an Essay on the Mystic Symbolism of
Shakespeare (1929) and The Wheel of Fire (1930), which
interprets for the uninitiated "Shakespeare's sombre trage-
dies," as he calls them, with a brilliancy and conviction quite
transcendental to the normal comprehension. 9 Nor are these
alone in theirs and kindred aberrations from the highways of
biography.
"Not to interprete, nor disclose, still less to discode, or de-
cypher; but to realize the subject to our understanding:" after
all, is not this much the function of the biographer, that he
shall make his subject so live that we may come to know him
as we might come to know someone whom we have met, with
whom we have become more or less intimately acquainted;
even more, one whom we have had extraordinary opportuni-
ties to know, the more especially in those things which have
marked him out above other men? The happiest crown to a
life of distinction is an understanding biographer. Even the
great Dr. Johnson would live less illustriously for us but for
his incomparable Boswell. And with the mention of Boswell,
the arch-biographer, we have modulated naturally from our
material piled high and orderly to the architect himself, the
artist-in-lives.
In every biography there is what the chemists call a by-
H Lilian Winstanley, Hamlet and the Scottish Succession, 1921.
9 See also his The Imperial Theme; Further Interpretations oj Shakespeare's Trage-
dies, Including the Roman Plays, 1931.
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product: it is often almost as important as the product itself.
And in biography that by-product manifests itself, often only
too unconsciously, in a display of the characteristics, the per-
sonality, the prejudices of the biographer. Let us take some
of the earliest Shakespearean biographers and critics. No-
body now remembers one William Winstanley, who published
his Lives of the Most Famous English Poets in 1686, when
the fourth folio of Shakespeare was new on the stalls. But
when this biographer tells us of Shakespeare: "by keeping
company with Learned persons, and conversing with jocular
Wits, whereto he was naturally inclin'd, he became so famous-
ly witty, or wittily famous, that by his own industry, without
the help of Learning, he attained to an extraordinary height
in all strains of Dramatick Poetry," we know that Winstanley
was a condescending Oxford don, and a coxcomb. To read
Nicholas Rowe's Some Account of the Life of Mr. Shake-
speare, prefixed to the first attempt to edit the dramatist's
works, is to learn to know a kindly, liberal-hearted gentleman,
amateur though he is according to the rigorous standards of
complaisant modern scholarship. We feel as to "Mr. Pope,
the foremost poet of Europe," that it was a considerable con-
descension on his part when he undertook to edit the works of
a common player of a ruder age, to add judiciously to Shake-
speare's beauties with little black splotches of criticism like the
moons and stars with which contemporary court ladies height-
ened their complexions. Whilst to read Dr. Johnson's Pre-
face to his Shakespeare is to attend humbly a magisterial court,
in which respect for learning and common sense mingles with
a feeling of awe for the size of the judge's wig and the thunder
of his voice. We feel that Shakespeare is being tried at the
bar—and hope that he may be acquitted; for such a judge in
a hanging mood would be a terror to behold. There are con-
temporary books into which this by-product, the personality
of the biographer as a critic, obtrudes. Recognizing the abid-
ing rottenness of things in Denmark, unlike Hamlet such a
biographer finds it no cursed spite that he was born to set
things right. With the historic beagles sniffing out deep po-
litical allusion in what we had innocently believed to be harm-
less comedy, and the high priests declaring to our inferior un-
derstandings the inner meanings of "the sombre tragedies;"
with one of the critics telling us just what Shakespeare wrote
and what he did not write, and another doubting if he really
could write at all, we are driven to the extremitv of holding all
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books about Shakespeare in suspicion and to declaring, "I want
no interpreter betwixt me and the puppets."
I have been employing the term biography, I am aware,
with perhaps an indefensible looseness, to denote not only the
formal written life of a man, but any image or reconstruction
of him and of what made him the man and the force which he
was, from a portrait by pen or pencil, to the idea or ideal
which each of us holds in his mind of the personality, the
entity that he was. I have never been able to rid myself of
the conviction that what we are really after in seeking to know
the life of any man is the discovery, or at least an approxima-
tion to the understanding of the essentials in which he rose
above other men, not the trivialities in which he showed char-
acteristics common to the mass of mankind. Is it altogether
relevant to our knowledge of the novelist called Walter Scott
or the poet named Byron to learn that each was lame? (Un-
less one desires to push the inquiry as to the latter to the point
of ascertaining, as someone once suggested, if one of his Lord-
ship's feet was not perhaps actually cloven?) And is it not
almost a pity that our search for the only celibate poet in
the range of English literature must now halt not even at the
young Wordsworth? 10 The literacy, or was it the illiteracy, of
Shakespeare's father or daughter, the exact degree of the re-
lationship of Shakespeare's mother to the Ardens and back
to King Alfred, the absence or the degree of the poet's Latin-
ity, the derivations of his name, and the incredible number of
variations in its orthography—these are topics to war over
and endlessly to discuss. Just where he lived in London, the
dangerous vicissitudes conceivable from the dark eyes of a
slandered Mistress Davenant in his stopping at Oxford, how
he died—was it of too much revelry with Ben Jonson or be-
cause of the unhygienic conditions of Stratford?—had he the
palsy when he signed his will and why, oh why—let be said in
anguish—did he leave his wife his second-best bed as an after-
thought in an interpolated passage of his will? Here are some
of the topics that fill the pages of Halliwell-Phillipps, admir-
able delver into the dust-heaps of the past that he was; such
small deer disport in the biographical underbrush and fall
prey, the quarry of informative arch-biographers such as the
late Sir Sidney Lee. 11 And yet in any portrait, what to omit
10 George M. Harper, Words-worth's French Daughter, 1921.
11
J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps, Outlines of the Life of Shakespeare, first printed in
1881 and grown to unwieldy proportions by a fifth ed. in 188S; Sidney Lee, A Life of
William Shakespeare, 1898, with several subsequent enlargements and re-writings also.
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is almost if not quite as difficult as what to include. We are
thrust back again on our architect-in-lives ; for the only differ-
ence between a notable artist in portraiture and you or me, lies
in the simple and obvious fact that he knew where to put the
strokes; you and I do not. The material is there, the subject
is there; it is the sense of design, the knowledge, the skill,
the humble sinking of self in the subject, that alone can pro-
duce the portraiture, the veritable life that we are seeking.
Biography indeed is not unlike theology, constructive as
each must be, in the main, of the unknowable. There is a
theology that mythologizes, sometimes very beautifully as did
the Greek; and there is a theology that takes us deeply into
the consideration of sin and evil, that delights to play at log-
gats with the bones of long-forgotten scandal, and reduce to
a mediocrity of morals, at least, the men of genius who tower
intellectually above us. For whether you are an avowed theo-
logian in your biographical processes or a mere layman, we
are all of us myth-makers, fashioning often strange gods out
of stranger materials, adding our little contributions of wor-
ship, of explanation, of invention and distortion; posing as
the clever detective, the regenerator who will set things right,
the know-all who carries a solution of every mystery in his
waistcoat pocket, and—not wholly to be forgotten in his un-
vocal honesty—the devout and understanding worshipper of
heroes.
I confess to a deep-seated preference for that architect-in-
lives who makes out of his edifice, circumstances permitting,
something in the nature of a place of worship. And by this
I do not in the least mean to limit biography to eulogy or to
those sugared nothings dressed with opportune obliviousness
which we serve only after death. I have in mind as to this
phase of biography such an engaging book as that which
Fulke Greville wrote and called The Life of Sir Philip
Sidney.12 There, in a wilderness of delightful irrelevance,
there stand out two objects of the author's devotion: Sir
Philip, his boyhood's friend, and their incomparable queen,
Elizabeth, both, let us confess, perhaps dilated here to heroic
stature, yet both essentially true to those lines of portraiture
that are significant as opposed to the trivialities which, empha-
sized, distort and misrepresent. For example, take this much-
quoted passage of Greville as to Sidney: "This was it which,
First published, 1652.
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I profess, I loved dearly in him, and still shall be glad to hon-
our in the great men of this time: I mean, that his heart and
tongue went both one way, and so with every one that went
with the Truth; as knowing no other kindred, partie, or end."
Here is an essential feature in Greville's portrait of Sidney,
perhaps the essential feature, emphasized with lingering
words; and that Sidney was the idol of his time becomes a mat-
ter accountable. You may abuse the memory of Queen Eliza-
beth and accumulate all the petty evidences as to her vanity,
her parsimony, her Machiavelian turns and evasions and the
like. Having done so to the content of scandal, think of
Greville, now an aging and honored counsellor of King James,
recalling in his study the long-gone days when he and Sidney
had run a tilt before their queen, and describing now himself
as one "who hath ever since been dying to all those glories of
Life which he formerly enjoyed, under the blessed, and bless-
ing presence of this unmatchable Queen and woman." A
sovereign who could inspire such loyalty in such a man is proof
against the malignity of time; for here is an essential feature
in the portrait of the great queen, and a great woman.
Considering the difficulties that beset historical writing, I
am almost persuaded that the contemporary, he who has
known the man personally and lived with him, is your only
true biographer. Such was the admirable Boswell. For
where again shall we find that nice balance between adoration
and criticism, that delicate confusion of the keenness of obser-
vation with the obtuseness of the affections? I fear that if we
must have a contemporary for our ideal biographer, we shall
be forced over into the neighboring realm of autobiography.
There at least we have a certain inevitable kind of truth that
will out despite the subterfuges of egotism. Benvenuto Cellini
could not conceal in his celebrated autobiography of a great
artist, the autobiography of a ruffian and a braggart; nor
could Lord Herbert of Cherbury, in his "self-portrait"—hor-
rible word!—of a model gentleman and philosopher, hide the
coxcomb and the poseur. Only too well do we know that the
contemporary biographer may write his story with a bias; al-
though the deliberate writing up of the life of a man with the
purpose of convicting him of as much breakage in the china
shop of the ten commandments as possible, appears to be al-
most a contemporary invention.
And here let us leave biography with all its confidences and
reticences. I had once thought that I too at the latter end of
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a long life of studentship might dare to try my hand at a full
length portrait of the greatest personality that I have ever
known, for I have dabbled many a sketch of that great figure
in my time and in sundry postures. But it will not do, for I
should be proclaimed an idolator, and idolatry is out of date
in these, our days. Besides there are two other excellent rea-
sons. Why could I dare to hope for success where so many
have failed? And lastly, why should I lose the proud distinc-
tion which is mine as the only English or American scholar
dealing with the Elizabethan age and reaching, shall we say,
the age of literary discretion, who has not perpetrated a full
length Life of William Shakespeare?
THE GIFT OF LOUIS XVI
By C. Seymour Thompson
(Continued from the October Number)
Readers of the first installment of this article will re-
member the dispute which arose over the value of the books
presented to the University by Louis XVI. Francis Hopkin-
son, representing the Trustees, characterized the gift as "a
valuable and elegant collection of books." M. Boinod, one
of the editors of the Courier de VAmerique, asserted that the
selection did little credit to the literary knowledge and taste
of Vergennes and Chastellux, on whose joint recommendation
the King had made the gift. In the controversy which fol-
lowed Boinod proposed that the question be submitted to the
tribunal of public opinion. "Let the catalogue be printed,"
he urged, "and the public will decide whether you or we are
the best judges of French books."
In belated acceptance of this challenge the "catalogue" is
here printed; the first time, we believe, that the complete list
has ever been published. The public can now determine
whether Hopkinson or Boinod was the better judge of French
books. Though frankly upholding the opinion expressed by
Hopkinson, as self-appointed trial judge we present the case
solely on its merits; thinking it proper, however, to charge the
jury on two points. First, the collection must be evaluated
with due consideration of the literary standards of 1784 and
of the entire body of French literature then available. Second,
the jury must not be influenced by the scornful remark of M.
Boinod: "All these books are in excellent condition, and we
have no doubt that they will be preserved a long time in the
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same state." The fact that the Library still possesses 92 of
the 100 volumes, most of them still in excellent condition,
must not be taken as justification for this irony. Let it be con-
strued, rather, as evidence of the efficient guardianship exer-
cised through 150 years by the various librarians to whose
care the books have been entrusted.
One other point, too, should receive consideration. It will
be seen that 25 of the 36 titles were the product of
"L'Imprimerie Royale." This press was established by Louis
XIII in 1640, charged not only with the printing of official
documents but with "the reproduction and distribution of the
principal monuments of religion and of letters." Under
Louis XIII and his successors the press became celebrated
throughout Europe for the excellence of its typography. When
it was suggested to Louis XVI that he honor the University
of Pennsylvania by a gift of books he probably felt that the
favor would have peculiar significance if many of the titles
were products of the royal press. In this view he was un-
doubtedly correct. To us, today, there is certainly added in-
terest in those volumes which bear on the title-page the
imprint
A PARIS,
DE L'IMPRIMERIE ROYALE
It will be seen, too, that history, science, and exploration
predominated in the selection. Probably these works were no
less welcome in the young University than a greater number of
classical authors would have been, for with these the Library
was already reasonably well supplied. At all events, the col-
lection as a whole should be judged more on its scientific and
practical value than as an indication of the "taste and literary
knowledge" of the King and his counsellors.
We now present the Catalogue, with brief descriptive
notes appended to the titles, designed to assist the jury in
reaching its decision:
Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'.
Memoires sur l'Egypte ancienne et moderne, suivis d'une
description du golfe Arabique ou de la mer Rouge. Paris, De
L'Imprimerie Royale, 1766.
The author was one of the most distinguished geographers of the 18th
century. His writings and maps contributed greatly to a correct knowledge
of many countries.
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Arcq, Philippe Auguste de Sainte-Foix d'.
Histoire generale des guerres, divisee en trois epoques
jusqu'a l'annee 1748. Avec une dissertation sur chaque
peuple, concernant son origine, la situation du pays qu'il
habite, la forme de son gouvernement, sa religion, ses loix,
ses moeurs, ses revolutions, &c. 2 vols. Paris, De L'lmprim-
erie Royale, 1756-58.
This work was not a great success, possibly because the author was en-
gaged simultaneously on another too ambitious project, Histoire du commerce
ct de la navigation des peuples anciens et modernes (2 v., Paris, 1758). Neither
work was continued beyond the second volume.
L'Art de verifier les dates des faits historiques, des
chartes, des chroniques, et autres anciens monumens, depuis la
naissance de Notre-Seigneur. Tome I. Paris, 1783.
This has been called "the finest memorial of French learning of the 18th
century." The first edition, the work of Clemencet, Dantine, and others, was
published in 1750. In 1770 Francois Clement issued an enlarged and greatly
improved edition. In 1783 he published the first volume (in two parts) of this
third edition (3 v., 1783-87), the usefulness of which was not entirely super-
seded by any of the later editions and continuations.
Bailly, Jean Sylvain.
Histoire de l'astronomie moderne . 3 vols. Paris,
1779-82.
A worthy supplement to his Histoire de l'astronomie ancienne (1775), which
had established his reputation as one of the leading astronomical scholars of
his day.
Lettres sur l'origine des sciences, et sur celle des peuples
de l'Asie . Lettres sur l'Atlantide de Platon et sur
l'ancienne histoire de l'Asie . London and Paris, 1777
and 1779.
These two volumes were published separately, but were considered as one
work, consisting of letters addressed to Voltaire, who had differed from Bailly's
views on the origin of the sciences as expounded in his Histoire de l'astronomie
ancienne.
Belidor, Bernard Forest de.
Le bombardier fran^ois, ou Nouvelle methode de jetter
les bombes avec precision. Paris, De L'Imprimerie Royale,
1731.
Belidor was prominent as a mathematician and an expert in military
engineering, and was the author of many important books in this field.
Bougainville, Louis Antoine de.
Voyage autour du monde, par la fregate du Roi La
Boudeuse et la flute L'Etoile, en 1766, 1767, 1768, & 1769.
Paris, 1771.
The author was a distinguished explorer who made many important dis-
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coveries among the islands of the Pacific. The English translator of this work
wrote (1772) that it "abounds with remarkable events and curious observa-
tions; equally instructive to future navigators, and interesting to science in
general, and geography in particular."
Bourrit, Marc Theodore.
Description des Alpes, Pennines et Rhetiennes; dediee a.
S.M. Tres-Chretienne Louis XVI, Roi de France et de
Navarre. 2 vols. Geneva, 1781.
By an eminent Swiss painter and naturalist, author also of several similar
works of importance, including a description of Mont Blanc, which he ascended
in 1787. His work contributed much to knowledge of the Alpine glaciers.
Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc de.
Histoire naturelle, generale et particuliere, avec la de-
scription du cabinet du Roy. 15 vols. Paris, De L'Imprimerie
Royale, 1749-67.
Histoire naturelle, generale et particuliere . Supple-
ment. 6 vols. Paris, De L'Imprimerie Royale, 1774-82.
Histoire naturelle des mineraux. Vol. 1. Paris, De L'Im-
primerie Royale, 1783.
Histoire naturelle des oiseaux. Vols. 1-8. Paris, De
L'Imprimerie Royale, 1770-81.
These four titles constitute what is known as the first edition of Button's
monumental work, which was completed in 44 volumes, 1749-1804, the last 8
volumes being published after his death. The King's gift included all of the
31 volumes which at that time had been published with exception of v. 9 of the
Histoire des oiseaux.
Callimachus.
Hymnes de Callimaque, nouvelle edition; avec une version
francoise & des notes [par La Porte du Theil]. Paris, De
L'Imprimerie Royale, 1775.
La Porte du Theil was one of the most eminent Greek scholars of the time.
He published many translations and editions of classical texts. His Hymnes
de Callimaque was reprinted in 1795.
Chabert, Joseph Bernard de.
Voyage fait par ordre du Roi en 1750 et 1751, dans
l'Amerique Septentrionale, pour rectifier les cartes des cotes
de l'Acadie, de l'lsle Royale & de l'lsle de Terre-Neuve, et
pour en fixer les principaux points par des observations astron-
omiques. Paris, De L'Imprimerie Royale, 1753.
Chabert won distinction both as a naval commander and as hydrographer.
His explorations and writings were of much value to later explorers along the
North American coasts.
Chastellux, Francois Jean de.
De la felicite publique, ou Considerations sur le sort des
hommes dans les differentes epoques de l'histoire. 2 vols.
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Bouillon, 1776.
The second edition, revised and enlarged. The inclusion of this work of so
good a friend of the University, the one who was primarily responsible for
the gift, was undoubtedly most highly appreciated.
Courtanvaux, Francois Cesar Le Tellier de.
Journal du voyage de M. le Marquis de Courtanvaux, sur
la fregate I'Aurore, pour essayer par ordre de l'Academie,
plusieurs instrumens relativs a la longitude. Paris, De
L'Imprimerie Royale, 1768.
The official report of studies made by Courtanvaux and two other experts
for the Academie des Sciences. For many years scientists had been seeking to
produce more perfect chronometers.
Delius, Christoph Traugott.
Traite sur la science de 1 'exploitation des mines, par
theorie et pratique, avec un discours sur les principes des
finances ; traduit en francais par M. Schreiber. 2 vols.
Paris, 1778.
An important contribution to the mineralogical knowledge of the day. This
French translation was made by order of the King, and at his expense.
Desormeaux, Joseph Louis Ripault.
Histoire de la maison de Bourbon. 3 vols. Paris, De
L'Imprimerie Royale, 1772-82.
Completed in 5 v., 1788. The author was a panegyrist rather than a his-
torian, but his work contains much material which later historians have found
useful.
Gregoras, Nicephorus.
Nicephori Gregorae Byzantina historia. 2 vols. Paris,
E Typographia Regia, 1702.
An edition of the writings of Gregoras, one of the Byzantine historians, best
known for his Roman history.
Institut de France—Academie des Sciences.
Recueil d'observations faites en plusieurs voyages par
ordre de sa Majeste, pour perfectionner l'astronomie et la
geographic Avec divers traitez astronomiques. Par Mes-
sieurs de l'Academie Royale des Sciences. Paris, De L'Im-
primerie Royale, 1693.
A compilation containing eight papers by Cassini, Picard, de la Hire, and
other scientists.
Jaligny, Guillaume de.
Histoire de Charles VIII, Roy de France, par Guillaume
de Jaligny, Andre de La Vigne, & autres historiens de ce
temps-la, ou sont decrites les choses les plus memorables ar-
rivees pendant ce regne, depuis 1483 jusques en 1498.
Paris, De L'Imprimerie Royale, 1684.
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Joinville, Jean, sire de
Histoire de Saint Louis, par Jehan sire de Joinville. Les
annales de son regne, par Guillaume de Nangis. Sa vie et ses
miracles, par le confesseur de la reine Marguerite. Le tout
publie d'apres les manuscrits de la Bibliotheque du Roi, & ac-
compagne d'un glossaire. Paris, De L'Imprimerie Royale,
1761.
The two books last named are valuable collections of source material for
the period of Charles VIII and of Saint Louis.
La Hire, Philippe de. (Editor.)
Divers ouvrages de mathematique et de physique, par
Messieurs de l'Academie Royale des Sciences. Paris, De
L'Imprimerie Royale, 1693.
A collection of papers by Roberval, Picard> Frenicle de Bessy, and other
mathematicians.
Lamarck, Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet de.
Flore franchise, ou Description succincte de toutes les
plantes qui croissent naturellement en France, disposee selon
une nouvelle methode d'analyse, & a. laquelle on a joint la
citation de leurs vertus les moins equivoques en medecine, &
de leur utilite dans les arts. 3 vols. Paris, De L'Imprimerie
Royale, 1778.
By an eminent naturalist who has been called, with Buffon and Darwin,
"the father of evolution." He was distinguished for his studies in the origin
of diversities of plant life.
Le Brun, Charles.
La grande galerie de Versailles, et les deux salons qui
l'accompagnent, peints par Charles Le Brun, premier peintre
de Louis XIV, dessines par Jean Baptiste Masse et
graves sous ses yeux par les meilleurs maitres du terns.
Paris, 1752.
This is still a highly interesting item in our collection of books on painting.
Le Gentil de la Galaisiere, Guillaume Joseph.
Voyage dans les mers de l'lnde, fait par ordre du Roi, a.
l'occasion du passage de Venus, sur le disque du soleil, le 6
juin 1761, & le 3 du meme mois 1769. 2 vols. Paris, De
L'Imprimerie Royale, 1779-81.
By a celebrated astronomer, geographer, and adventurer. Of great im-
portance to astronomy and to knowledge of the geography of India and the
manners, customs, religion, and science of the Hindus.
Lubersac de Livron, Charles Francois de.
Discours sur les monumens publics de tous les ages et de
tous les peuples connus, suivi d'une description de monument
projete a la gloire de Louis XVI & de la France. Termine
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par quelques observations sur les principaux monumens
modernes de la ville de Paris, & plusieurs projets de decora-
tion & d'utilite publique pour cette capitale. Dediee au Roi.
Paris, De L'Imprimerie Royale, 1775.
A work which enjoyed considerable popularity for a time, though superficial
and unreliable. The project of the author for a monument to Louis XVI was
received with enthusiasm but was not carried out.
Mairan, Jean Jacques Dortous de.
Traite physique et historique de l'aurore boreale .
Paris, De L'Imprimerie Royale, 1754.
An important contribution to the astronomical studies of the time, though
advancing theories which have since been rejected.
Metastasio, Pietro Trapassi.
Opere del Signor Abate Pietro Metastasio. 12 vols. Paris,
1780-82.
The first collected edition of the works of this Italian poet and dramatist,
who was widely popular in his day and was one of the few Italian writers of
the 18th century who had a reputation throughout Europe.
Portal, Antoine.
Precis de chirurgie pratique, contenant l'histoire des mal-
adies chirurgicales, & la maniere la plus en usage de les traiter;
avec des observations & remarques critiques sur differens
points. 2 vols. Paris, 1768.
Composed of lectures delivered by Portal, a distinguished physician and
anatomist, to his classes at the University of Paris.
Reaumur, Rene Antoine Ferchault de.
Memoires pour servir a l'histoire des insectes. 6 vols.
Paris, De L'Imprimerie Royale, 1734-42.
This was to have been completed in 10 v. Volume 7 was completed before
the author's death but was never published. Reaumur was one of the leading
French scientists, especially in the field of natural history.
Soulavie, Jean Louis Giraud—
.
Histoire naturelle de la France meridionale. 6 vols.
Paris, 1780-84.
By a prolific writer and compiler of works in history and natural science.
Eight volumes were published (7 on minerals and 1 on vegetables), but the
University received only six.
Tacitus.
Tibere, ou les six premiers livres des Annales de Tacite.
Traduits par M. l'Abbe de la Bleterie. 3 vols. Paris, De
L'Imprimerie Royale, 1768.
La Bleterie was a scholar who won distinction by several historical works
and by translations of the Germania and the Agricola of Tacitus, which were
highly praised. His Tibere, however, was severely criticized by Voltaire and
others, and seriously impaired his reputation.
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Themistius.
Themistii Orationes XXXIII. E quibus tredecim nunc
primum in lucem editae. Paris, De L'Imprimerie Royale,
1684.
Both the Greek text and a Latin version of the orations of the fourth-
century philosopher and orator.
Thomassin, Louis.
Glossarium universale hebraicum. Paris, E Typographia
Regia, 1697.
The compiler of this was a theologian, one of the most learned men of his
time.
Zonaras, Joannes.
Joannis Zonarae Annales. 2 vols. Paris, E. Typo-
graphia Regia, 1686-87.
An "epitome" of the world's history from the creation to 1118, one of the
most important of the Byzantine chronicles. It is valuable both in the sources
from which it was drawn, including the lost books of Dio Cassius, and in the
author's use of his sources. This edition, with Greek and Latin text, was edited
by Du Cange, based on the Wolf edition of 1557, a copy of which is in the
Henry C. Lea Library of Medieval History.
The Friends of the Library
By action of the Executive Committee, the meeting of the
Friends of the Library which regularly would have been held
in December has been postponed to January.
This organization is now nearing the close of its second
year, and this number of the Library Chronicle completes the
second volume of the publication which is issued "by and for
the Friends of the Library." It is our endeavor in this little
quarterly, as stated in the first number, to keep the Friends
informed "concerning the Library's activities, resources,
service, and needs." Friendship implies intimate acquain-
tance; and we wish that all members of the organization who
are not now familiar with what the Library has, what it is
doing, and what it must plan to do in the future, would call
upon us frequently enough to learn more of these things.
The first two years of the existence of this group of
Friends have been successful to a gratifying degree. At the
same time, we hope for far larger success in the coming year.
There are a very large number of alumni who are undoubtedly
of a friendly disposition toward the Library of the University,
who have not yet enrolled as "Friends." We hope that many
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of them will become members of this informal organization,
assuring us of their active interest in doing anything they can
to promote the welfare of the Library.
The only requirement for a year's membership is a gift
of five dollars or more, or a gift of books, suitable for a Uni-
versity Library, of not less than five dollars in value. We
should have not less than one thousand members, and if we
could reach this goal the service which the Library is able to
give would be immeasurably improved. The present mem-
bers of the organization, in addition to renewing their own
membership for 1935, can perform an invaluable service of
true friendship by interesting others in the needs of the
Library and getting them to join.
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